Turfco has rubberized-belting flaps

For greater efficiency in the application of sand top-dressing, Turfco Mfg. now provides an additional, standard feature with its self-propelled, Mete-R-Matic Top Dresser. They have added rubberized-belting flaps to three sides inside the hopper thereby minimizing seepage around the conveyor belt when such dry material as sand is used.

The belting has been added to meet the ever increasing demands for using straight sand or high content sand for top dressing golf course greens. The new feature is also effective when sand and salt is applied to icy driveways or parking lots. The unit spreads a 31.5-inch swath of top dressing through the action of its original, rear-mounted, high-speed, rotating brush driving materials downward with a force sufficient to penetrate to the base of the turf.

Continues on page 44

Ryegrass was lower for several weeks after the metribuzin treatment, but the initial injury was temporary and treatments did not affect turf cover. Similar results occurred when methazole or metribuzin was applied on the day of overseeding and this injury significantly reduced turf growth and cover when compared with growth in plots treated 1 or more weeks before overseeding (Table 1). Metribuzin applied at least 1 week before overseeding did not affect seedling vigor. Combinations of MSMA (2.2 kg/ha) with either methazole or metribuzin at a lower rate (0.1 kg/ha) did not affect seedling vigor at anytime.

In some instances ryegrass population was higher in treated plots than in untreated plots (Table 1). This resulted from initial bermudagrass injury from the herbicide treatments as previously reported (2, 3) and reduced bermudagrass competition during ryegrass establishment.

These results show that combinations of MSMA with either methazole or metribuzin can be applied for goosegrass control at anytime in late summer up to the day of overseeding bermudagrass greens with ryegrass without affecting the stand of newly planted grass.
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**Now's the time for Aquashade**

...Stops water weeds as it filters sunlight.

...Also turns pond a natural blue.

...Simple and proven.

...Harmless to fish, wildlife, livestock and humans.

_Aquashade_®

P. O. Box 198
Eldred, N. Y. 12732
(914) 557-8077

"Dealer Inquiries Welcomed"—

There is now an easy, inexpensive way to stop "off course" balls, minimize losses and injury to passersby.

...an entirely new, easily installed barrier net, produced by the same company that makes superior netting for tennis and industry.

_J. A. Cissel Company, Inc._

Squankum-Yellowbrook Road
Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727, (201) 938-5600
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It's a snap to turn a Cushman Turf-Truckster into a whole fleet of useful machines.

On its own, the Turf-Truckster® is an impressive way to move people, tools and equipment quickly and economically. And, as the workhorse of the Cushman® Turf-Care System, it's without equal.

Both the 3- and 4-wheel Turf-Truckster vehicles are powered by a rugged, air-cooled 18-hp OMC engine. And recent improvements help this year's Turf-Truckster deliver a 1,500 pound payload capacity.

What's more, in a matter of minutes, the Cushman pin-disconnect system and wide range of optional attachments can turn the Turf-Truckster into any of the specialty machines on the next page. All interchangeable. All engineered specifically for the turf-care professional. No bolts. No hitching. No more jerryrigged trial-and-error attachments. Imagine how much time that convenience, and these accessories, could save you in the year ahead.

Cushman's pin-disconnect system makes equipment attachment a snap.
GREENSAVER®
AERATOR
The Greensaver aerates
greens, tees and other
turf areas up to
10 times faster than
walk-type units.
Select ½" or ¾"
coring tines (both
coring drums will collect
cores as you aerate) or
slicing tines to match your turf.

TOP DRESSER
Compared to self-powered or
walk-type top dressers, this unit
quickly pays for itself in saved
manhours. A rubber fabric
moving bed and rotating
brush are matched to
the vehicle's ground
speed governor for an
evenly spread 31½"
swath. The clutch control, to
engage spreader, can be operated
from the driver's seat. And the
hopper holds up to 1,000 pounds
of material.

SPRAYER
With optional 15' boom and
handgun, this attachment is
ideal for spraying greens,
trees, bushes or roughs
quickly and accurately.
Powered by the Turf-
Truckster vehicle's
optional PTO, and
equipped with ground
speed governor; calibra-
tion is easy and thorough. The
100-gallon tank means fewer
refilling stops.

POWER CONVERTER
The Cushman Power Converter
is an inexpensive way to turn your
Turf-Truckster into a mobile
power plant for electric
tools, floodlights... anything with a universal
motor that draws up
to 12 amperes at 120
volts DC. So instead of
bringing small repair
jobs back to the shop, your
crew can handle them in the field.

SHORT BOX
& FLATBED BOX
Your Turf-Truckster becomes a
flatbed hauler with just two pull
pins in place. Bolt on the
optional side panels and
tailgate to the flatbed,
and you have a 1,500
pound capacity box
that can be dumped
manually or hydraulically.

SPREADER/SEEDER
Mounted on the optional
Short Box or Flatbed/Box,
its cyclone action
broadcasts as much as
300 pounds of seed,
fertilizer or other
material over
a 40' wide area.
The Spread/Seeder is powered by the
Turf-Truckster vehicle's optional
PTO with extension shaft. And
the controls are operated from
the driver's seat.

QUICK AERATOR
With its 46" swath, this
attachment earns its name by
finishing big aerating jobs
fast. By hydraulically
lifting it into transport
position from the
driver's seat,**
you can move
quickly from job
to job, too. Choose from three
tine styles, slicing, coring (2
sizes) and open spoon.

To find out more about how the
Cushman Turf-Care System can
make your work force more
productive, ask your Cushman
Turf Dealer for an on-turf
demonstration soon. For the
name of your nearest dealer, call
Cushman Information at
402-435-7208.

*Rating for vehicle equipped with 9.50-8 rear tires.
**Optional hydraulic system and dump set required.
© Outboard Marine Corporation 1980.
All rights reserved.
resulting in promoting vigorous growth.
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Air broom

Atwater Strong Division introduces the new model 80-B, Lit-R-Blo, air broom. It is equipped with an 8-hp Briggs & Stratton engine, pneumatic wheels, and built in forward and side deflector. The front screen provides adequate protection and is self-cleaning. The front gage wheel is standard and can be removed. The machine is capable of producing more than 2000 cubic feet of air per minute at better than 150 mph air blast.
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Gas-powered pump

Barebo Inc., manufacturer of the Otterbine Floating industrial aerators has introduced an innovative gas-powered, Floating Evacuation Pump. Available with any 3.5 to 8-hp Briggs & Stratton engine, these portable pumps can operate within two inches of water and can pass up to ¼-inch diameter solids. With no seals to wear out, Otterbine Pumps require little maintenance, according to the manufacturer. No need for suction hoses, foot valves or priming. Discharges water at a rate of 350 to 700 GPM.
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Spinner spreader

Avco New Idea has introduced a new tractor-mounted, PTO-driven spinner spreader, designed for easy filling and use. The double cone design of the Model 119 serves three purposes. First, it creates steep sides for constant material flow. Second, because there are two cones, the hopper has more than 14 cubic feet capacity. Third, it is low enough to be easy to fill.

The twin spinners can be set to broadcast in a wide arc or just to the left or right. A new shutter control allows for precise adjustment of spread rate, and with an optional hydraulic linkage, the shutter can be adjusted from the operator’s seat. Stainless steel hopper blades resist material clogs. An oilbath gearbox and convenient adjustments help reduce maintenance time.
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Hydra-Scoop leveler

Unit has rugged construction

The Hydra-Ladder Division of Knight Machinery Co. has introduced the Hydra-Scoop, a versatile hydraulically operated dirt mower and leveler. Available in two and three yard capacities, it is adaptable to many light and medium-duty jobs where a backhoe or larger earth mover might not be practical or economical.

Both Hydra-Scoop modes feature a large 1-inch pin-type trailer hitch for easy hook-up and highway travel, standard size hydraulic cylinders for easy part replacement, variable pitch cutting angle (¼- to 8-inch depth), reversible blade for longer blade life, ¼-inch steel plate bucket construction and unique truss structure blade design.
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Greens King IV

New mower back-laps in place

Hydraulic back-lapping with reels in place, plus a variety of other operator conveniences are features of the newly improved riding greens mower introduced by Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc. With the new Greens King IV, an operator can backlap reels and bedknives simply by shifting the dual rotation hydraulic motor into reverse, a procedure accomplished by its own power without any additional tools. Each of the machine’s three reel units is controlled individually, with lever positions for on, off and reverse.

Vehicle control has also been improved. Once the gear for mowing, transport or reverse has been engaged, the Greens King will proceed only when the accelerator pedal has been depressed. No clutch is used. Other improvements include an increase in fuel tank capacity to eight gallons, a maintenance free battery, and a repositioned operator seat and steering wheel for more convenience, comfort and control.
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EXCEL HUSTLER

Infinite maneuverability within its own radius with total control in the palm of one hand!

1. HUSTLER 275 (20 or 23 hp gas)
2. HUSTLER 295 (25 hp gas)
3. HUSTLER 305 D (27.5 hp high efficiency diesel)

Attachments for all these HUSTLER models include the new 72" 3-way offset mower deck that mulches, discharges side or rear, a 60" flail mower, 72" heavy duty deck, edger, 54" snow thrower, 60" V-blade, 60" or 72" dozer blade, 60" rotary broom, utility scoop, ROPS/Cab and more. Call toll free 1-800-835-3260, or write for information.

An EXCEL HUSTLER is designed for year 'round use, making it the investment that pays off in lower operating costs, superior performance and time savings. Less operator effort is spent maneuvering around obstacles and on daily servicing so productivity increases.

Three heavy-duty HUSTLER models are available:

1. HUSTLER 275 (20 or 23 hp gas)
2. HUSTLER 295 (25 hp gas)
3. HUSTLER 305 D (27.5 hp high efficiency diesel)

The choice of the Pros.

The HUSTLER'S exclusive dual-hydrostatic drive system and twin lever steering provides independent control of each drive wheel. This counter-rotating capability of the drive wheels permits infinite maneuverability within its own radius to maneuver around any obstacle or contour. Gives one-hand control of speed, forward, reverse, turning and braking. Eliminates steering wheels, linkage, and braking. The dual-hydrostatic system operates at lower psi for longer life.

EXCEL Industries, Inc. • Box 727 • Hesston, Kansas 67062 • (316) 327-4911 • (800) 835-3260
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When answering ads where box number only is given, please address as follows: Box number, % Golf Business, Dorothy Lowe, 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130.
Rates: All classifications 65c per word. Box numbers add $1 for mailing. All classified ads must be accompanied by cash or money order covering full payment.
Mail ad copy to Dorothy Lowe, Golf Business, 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WANT TO BUY OR SELL a golf course! Exclusively golf course transaction and appraisals. Ask for our catalog. McKay Golf & Country Club Properties, 15553 N. East Street, Lansing, Michigan 48906. Phone 517 484-7726.

EDUCATION-BOOKS
CHALLENGING CAREER—Above average pay. Two-year Associate in Applied Science degree in Golf Course Operations/Landscape Technology. Financial assistance available. Write Western Texas College, Snyder, TX 79549. 915 573-8511.

FOR LEASE
FOR LEASE: PHOENIX-AREA 18 HOLE GOLF COURSE. Maricopa County, Arizona, is soliciting "Request for Proposal", for the operation and maintenance of the 18 hole, Sierra Estrella Golf Course. The course, located within the 18,600 acre Sierra Estrella Regional Park, in the metropolitan Phoenix area, is currently maintained by the Parks and Recreation Department with pro shop and snack bar operation contracted to a golf professional. Proposals will be accepted through March 31, 1981. For information contact the Parks and Recreation Director, Robert Milne, 4701 E. Washington, Phoenix, Arizona 85034. Phone 602 262-3711.

HELP WANTED
GROWING CENTRAL MINNESOTA golf club seeks experienced Club Manager. Submit salary requirements and resume to: Box 402, Cold Spring, MN 56320. All information will be confidential.

MISCELLANEOUS
EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS—your design. Shoulder patches. Free unbeatable quotation—5 or 500. Stadri, call free anytime, 800 327-9191 ext. 589. 24 hours-7 days.

POSITIONS WANTED
GOLF COURSE SUPT. Seven years experience plus schooling at Univ. of Mass. Desire 9-12 months a year work. Prefer central New York. Resume and references upon request. Don Myers, P.O. Box 62, Bridgeport, New York 13030.

USED EQUIPMENT
USED GOLF CARS FOR SALE. 3 and 4 wheel, gas or electric, any make or model. Best prices. Will deliver in quantities of 10 or 20 per load. Call us now for your immediate or future requirements. Mid-Atlantic Equipment Leasing, Inc., 607 N. Main, Plainwell, MI 49080. 616 685-6828.
USED GOLF CARS—Harley-Davidson gas 3 wheel, 1973 thru 1978. Quantities, prices and years will vary, but usually a large supply to choose from. Boylan Leasing, Inc, 607 N. Main, Plainwell, MI 49080. 616 685-6828.
USED CARTS, most makes and models. Priced at or below wholesale. Golf Car Systems-PA, P.O. Box 216, Johnstown, PA 15907. Interested buyers call collect 814 536-7871.

ASSOCIATIONS
Michigan Association of Public Golf Courses
15553 N. East St., Lansing, MI 48906
517/484-7726
Promoting public golf through cooperative action. If you operate a public golf course in Michigan, call or write now for membership information.

ORANGE GOLF COURSES
1000 NW. Springhill Dr., Albany, OR 97321
503/928-8338
Promoting public golf and excellence in private-enterprise course operations. Any private owner in Oregon welcome to quarterly meetings. Call or write for details.

SALES OFFICES
ATLANTA: 3091 Maple Dr., Ste. 312, Atlanta, GA 30305 (phone 404/233-1817)
JAMES R. BROOKS
National sales manager
SEATTLE: 1333 NW. Norcross
Seattle, WA 98177 (phone 206/363-2864)
ROBERT A. MIEROW
Northwestern manager
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46 Golf Business/Febrrary
Introducing our all-new golf car batteries.

We've gone to great lengths to make sure they'll go the distance.

Longer.

All golf car batteries look alike on the outside, but inside there's a big difference.

This year, we completely redesigned and improved our Action Pack electric vehicle batteries. To give you more mileage, longer life, and an even better value for your battery investment.

No course is too tough for them.

Heat and hills are no problem for these batteries. They'll take everything your course and Mother Nature can dish out. And bounce back to maximum available capacity, charge after charge. Round after round.

Our secrets of longevity.

Inside, we gave our batteries new PVC fiberglass mat separators for greater service life and less internal resistance. Thicker plates and high-density oxide for improved cycle life. Increased electrolyte above the plates, to reduce the chances of low water-level failure. And unique grid-alignment lugs that lessen the possibility of premature shorts.

In all, they're the longest lasting 6-volt electric vehicle batteries we've ever made. And further proof that at Gould, up to par isn't good enough.

MAIL TO:
Gould, Inc.
P.O. Box 43140 St. Paul, MN 55164
Attn: Mark Stump

Yes, I'd like to know more. Please send me your complete Action Pack electric vehicle brochure.

NAME ____________________________
TITLE ____________________________
GOLF COURSE ______________________
NO OF GOLF CARS IN FLEET __________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE __________ ZIP __________

Or call us, (612) 681-5188

GB 021

Committed to making batteries better than ever.